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wave am~litude at the tank wall and thus enhancing the 
3,11BD,348 turbulence of the liquid surface. Because of the excessive $LOSEX SUPPRESSWG DEVICE +al?JD METWOD weight of such bame devices, it is necessary to arrange Werner R. EnSEtz, Hontsville, Ah., assrgnorc Lo the United 
af iZS by admhisbator them in a step-wise manner in order to hold weight to a 
of NgtHan31 AeromsnSlics and Space Administw~ion 5 feasible figure. This cronsequenily makes the efficiency or 
Filed Aug. 10, 1962, 8er. No. 216,710 operativeness of such fixed bames periodical rather than 
22 Claims. (CP. 137-1) continuous. Also, due to the f a d  that a liquid in motion (Granted under Title 35, U.S. Code (19521, see. 266) within a container is affeoted only in the proportion of the 
liquid corresponding to aboult ?4 of the tank diameter at 
The invention described herein may be manufactured 10 any given depth, ,a large part of any such baffle devices are 
and used by or for the Government of the tJnited s a t e s  always inopal-ative. This naturally minimizes the effec- 
of America for governmental puPoses without the Pay- tiveness-to-weight ratio considerably, as well as enhancing 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. or speeding up pressure deoay within the container which 
This invention relates in general to methods and means entails a major disadvantage in launch vehicles. 
of preventing slosh in a container. 15 A third approach which has been employed for utiliza- 
More specifically, it incorporates a method of and tion on the larger missiles bas been a discontinuous "can7" 
means folr slosh suppression for use in liquid plo~ellant type floating device which device rose and fell with the 
vehicle propellant containers. liquid surface. The "uans" were constructed of perfo- 
Launch or rocket vehicle propellant oontainers are af- rated, essentially cylindrical bodies and a plurality thereof 
fected by various mechanical vibrations and control oscil- 20 were then placed in the container so as to float on the 
lations which excite resonance oscillations of the con- propellant. The cans had a length generally of $6 of the 
tained liquid prepdlants with amplitudes which, in gen- tank diameter. These cans were found to perform very 
eral, inorease with tank diameter. Such liquid oscilla- well in damping sloshing, were of minimurn weight, and 
tions are known as "sEoshing." The constantly increasing were effective to prevent propellant pressure decay. How- 
size of space vehicles introduces more and more problem 2; ever, they had a mtajor disadvantage because of their free 
areas in modern space technology, since the increased mobility within the tank in that they were subject to 
length of vehicles lowers the fundamental bending fre- impact with the container pasticularly during transporh- 
quencies, and in addition, larger propellant tanks lower tion of the vehicle. Thus, although superior lo the fixed 
propellant osciliation frequencies. Thus it is readily seen baffle designs, they were still subject to the limitation im- 
that p ~ o p l l a n t  oscillation in tanks becomes more and z0 posed by t~snsport~t ion requirements. 
more critical with longer tanks and with larger tank diam- The present invention overcomes all of the above noted 
eters. In  particular, it has been found that with many of deficiencies in a highly practical econlomical and simple 
the larger vehicles propellant sloshing has been a major manner, white giving excelleat slosh supp~ession and ob- 
cause of failure in that the propelllant oscillations aP- viating pressure decay. In essence, the invention is pred- 
proached the control frequencies and saturated the con- 35 icated upon an observed phenomenon which may best 
trol systems, thus wausing mission failure. be termed "wave interference." When an open tube is 
Liquid in a partially filled container has a drong tend- inserted or immersed in an oscillating liquid near a tank 
ency to slosh even under the slightest disturbances. That wall a d  in the plane of motion of the liquid oscillation, 
the influence of a sloshing propellant upon ~ e h k l e  sta- the liquid level inside the tube oscillates up and down. 
bility is an acute problem is readily apparent when it 40 I*owever, with increasing immersion of the tube, the 
is realized that more than 90% of the total weight of a phase of the oscillation within the tube becomes different 
liquid propellant rocket vehicle at launoh is represented from that outside a e  tube. At a defined depth of about 
by liquid propellant. When the natural frequencies of the one half the tank diameter, the phase shift is appl-oxi- 
propellant in the hanks is close to the control fI-eq~encies, 45 mately 180°, which phase shift remains constant with fur- 
or to the lower modes of elastic vibrations of the vehicle, ther increasing immersion depth of the tube. k t  has fur- 
such as the fundamental body bending mode, or to the ther been found that the amplitudes of the liquid oscilla- 
natural frequency of a control sensor, then obviously the tions \++thin such a tube are a maxin~um at a tube immer- 
problem becomes extremely acute. Thus, it is apparent sion depth of ?4 to  % the tank diamcler. This effect oan 
that the utilization of slosh damping devices is inevitable readily be used as a wave interference principle to damp 
and mandatory for optimum future launch vehicle Pro- sloshing by exciting counter osc2lations within a liquid jects. bulk, which counter oscillations consume the energy OF 
The first ppllactioal attempts to  suppress slosh motion the liquid motion by superposition. 
were necessarily made with the development of the larger Other objects and many attendant advant3:es will be- 
rocket missiles. These were essentially of two basic types. 55 come apparent froln the following detailed description 
The simplcst type awted bo brelak the "surf" toward the when taken together with the accompanying drawings, in 
container walls by mems of sheet metal ballles fixed in a which: 
number of layers drcumferentially around the container FIGURE 1 is an elevaticnal, ~ e c t i o ~ ~ a l  view of a con- 
wall, while the second employed the nse of "egg crate" taiiaer the present invention. 
like bafles which divided the tank volume axially in FIGURES 2, 3 and 4 are sectional, elevatioi~al views 
many small sections. This increased the natural fire- 60 of a portion of a container illustrative of the principle 
quency of each section far beyond any forseeable external underlying the invention; 
frequency, while decreasing the amplitude due to the FIGURE 5 is an elevational sectional view of one em- 
small surface area of each section. Although this last bodiment of the anti-slosh device of Cl~e present invention; 
described device suppressed sloshing satisfactorily, be- 65 FIGURE G is a partial plan view from above of the 
oause of the very large weight penalty to the missile, and embodiment of the invention of FIGURE 5; 
because it is problable such disturbances caused consider- FIGURE 7 is a sectional elevational view of another 
able pressure deoay in the missile system, the egg crate embodiment of the invention; 
baffle has not found continuing practical application. In FIGURE 8 is a partial sectional plan view frem above 
pursuance of the basic baffle type anti-slosh devices, many 70 of the device of FIGURE 7; 
variations of wall-fixed baffle devices have been employed. FIGURE 9 is a sectional elevational view of another 
All are based upon the same principle; i.e., breaking the embodiment of the invention; and 
3,110,318 
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lFPGULW 10 is a sectional plan vie:+ flom above of thc secured to the walls 42 thereof, by any convenl;onal 
embodiment of FEGUKE 9. means, such as welded flanges 61, are a plurality (here 
Having reference first to FIGURE 7,  there is shown a shown as 6) of interference damping tubes of the present 
tank 10, representative of a largc tank snbject to liquid invention designated by the relerence numeral 62. These 
sloshing, having side walk 52, bottom wall 14, top wall 16, 5 tilbes are preferably, although not necessarily, semi-cylin- 
and means (not shown) for filling and cmptying a iiqvid. drical and are symmetrically attached to tanlc wall 42. 
Tank 310 has a diameter "14." It  is partially filled with a They may extend the entire length of tank 40 or over 
liquid 88 having, when the liquid 88 is at rest, a top srtr- merely a portion thereof as shown, depending on the re- 
face 20. When tank 10 is subjected to vibration liquid 18 quirements to be met. 
is caiiscd to oscillate in response thereto. During such 10 As pscviocsly explained in relation to FPGURE 1, as 
oscillation, liquid 18 wiil have a surfacc at cne raaxim~~rn !i-pi:i propellant 64 oscillates insidc the tank, as at 46-65, 
point in its oscillation as indicated by dashed line 22, it wi!l be counteracted by an equal and opposite oscilla- 
having a high point 24 and a corresponding low point 25. tion within the interference tube 62 as indicated at 73-72. 
Tubc 30, having upper and lower open ends 33, 34 respec- It is readily seen that this balances the liquid mass disloca- 
tively, is immersed into liquid 18 near tank visll 12 and 15 tions due to sloshing and minimizes the forces exerted 
in the plane of motion of the oscillations. VJhec lube 30 toward the tanlc walls 42 and consequently the support 
is immersed to a depth, delta (61, of one-half the tenk s:ructures 52, 54, 56, 58 and the missile slmcture 60. In 
diameter D, the liquid 318 oscillates within tube 30 with addition, it has been found that the oscillations within the 
essentially the same magnitude, as shown by points 34, 38, tubes 62 may be further regulated by providing orifices or 
as it does within tank 10 as indicated by points 24. 26. 20 other flow restricting mechanisms (not shown) at the up- 
However, It will be noted that the oscillations within tube per and/or lower openings of the tubes 62. 
30 are out of phase viitla those of tank 10 so that whcn cs- FIGURE 7 is iilcstrative of a modification of the basic 
cillating liquid level 22 has reached points 24, 26, the principle as embodied by the device of FIGURE 5, and 
level within the tnbc 30 is at p i n t  38, thus the oscillations is a sectional, elexrational view of what may best be termed 
36, 38 within tube 30 bein% opposed to oscillations 24, 26 25 an "Haterfcrence Eell." Here, the propellant container 
within tank I@. is indicated by reference numeral 110, and has side walls 
FIGURES 2, 3 and 4 are illustrative of the wave inter- 112, top and bottom bulkheads PI-! and 196 respectively, 
ference principle as an interference tube is progrcssi7iely and propellant inlet and outlet lines 13.8, 120 extended 
immersed in liquid 18. For the sake of simplicity, only through the bulhheads. Structural posilioning members 
a portion of tank 18 is shown, the reference numerals $0 122, 124 may be attached to tank 110 at propellant lines 
being the sam- in all situalionzs a. in PEGURB 1. ghns, in 118, 1269 by means of collars 126, 128 if desired. Into 
FIGURE 2, tube 30 has been inserted into tank 10 so that tank 110 is positioned a bcll metmber 830 whiwh comprises 
end 34 is at the level of non-oscillating l i q ~ ~ i d  surf~ce 2% essentially a lid 132, buoyancy means 134, lid 132 having 
the inlrnersion depih delta thus being zero. As liquid 18 a gas e x h a ~ ~ s t  outlet I36 and two inter-connected, con- 
oscillates, the liquid level fluctuates so that point 24 v!iil 3; centrically arranged cylindrical walls designated by the 
nlove up and down wall 12 and the level 36 within tube reference numerals 138 and 140, respectively, these walls 
30 u7iil move correspondingly, and is seen to be essen- being inter-connected by cross walls 842 as best seen in 
tially a continuation of Icvel 22. Wov;ever, as delta in- FIGURE 8. Buoyancy means I34 is illustrated only 
creases, the phase of Liquid oscill3tion within tube 30 be- schematica!ly and thus the actual elevation of bell mem- 
comes difierent from that within tan!; I@. Thus, in FIG- 40 ber 138 will depend upen the actual buoyancy means elm- 
URE 3, tube 30 has been immersed in liquid 318 so that played and its displacement of propellant 168. The inncr 
tube end 34  is below liquid level 20 a distance delta. I?rere, concentric wall 138 is shortened at the upper end E44 so 
as level 22 has reached a maximum point 21 on tank wall that tubes 146 are formed by uialls 138, 140 and 942 
12. rhc corresponding level within tube 3@ is seen to be at and ope11 toward the interior of bell 930 in much the 
point 38, and is about 90" out of phase with the tank liquid 45 same manner as the interference t~lbes of the embocii- 
oscillation, that is, the phase of oscillations within tube 39 merits previously disclosed. These "tubes" 146 are of 
has begun to shift from those within tank 19 as delta be- course relatively flat as compared to the semi-cylindrical 
comes greater. En FIGURE 4, tube 30 has been im- tubes previously described, however, their operation is 
mersed within liquid 18 SO that delta is equal to one-half essentially the same. It has been found that the length 
the tank diameter, the point 38 within tube 3@ now being 50 of the cylinders 3138, 1469 should be approximately '/lc; 
substantially equal to point 24 in amplitude, but opposite of the tank diameter, which will produce the ]arg- 
in phase. 'There would be no substantial change in est of oscillation within tubes 146. when the 
tude or phase of the oscillations within tube 3@ on further external level, indicated by reference numerals 150, 152, 
immersion (i.e., increasing delta) from this point. Thus, that is the 168 within tank PI@, begins oscillat- 
it has been found that the amplitudes of the oscillations 55 ing, as previously explained, the level within the tubes 
within interference t~tbcs 3@ are a maximum when delta 146 will oscillate but with a phase shift of 1800 as 
is from 1/2 to ?h the tank diameter, and the phase shift re- sho,vn at 154, 354.  
mains substantially constant once an imrilersion depth The shortening of the inner cylinder 138 provides an (delta) of one-half the container diameter has been opening 158 at the lop of tubes 3146 into the interior 
reached. It will thus be readily seen that this effect can 162 of the bell 3130 or vice versa, which action will cause 
be used as a wave interference principle to damp slosh by a corresponding tilt or inclination in tile bell. ~t the 
exciting counter oscillations within a liquid bulk, which time the motion of the propellant 160 external to 
counter oscillations consume the energy of the liquid .in the bell tends to tilt the bell in a direction opposite to 
motion by superposition. that caused by the overflow-inflow as represented by the 
Waving reference now to FIGURES 5 and 6 ,  wherein 65 arrows. Consequently, the position of the bell ar,d the 
FPGURE 5 is a sectional elevational view of a portion of liquid level be stabilized to a 
a liquid propellant system and FIGURE 6 is a partial sec- The interference bell has the advantage of covering 
tional plan view taken on the line VI-VH of FIGURE 5, practically the total liquid slurface which substantially 
there is shown a conventional propellant tank 449 for use eliminates pressure decay. Such pressure decay is of 
in a missile having a tank wall 42, upper bulkhead 44 and 70 course a major concern in missiles and as herein obviated 
lowcr bullchead 46, propellant inlet line 48 and propellant constitutes a major advantage in liquid propellant systems. 
outlet 58, with structural fastening and rcinforcing ele- FIGURES 9 and 10 are illustrative of another embodi- 
mcnts 52, 54 oia the upper end and 56, 58 on the lower ment of the invenlion. In this instance, propellant con- 
end, w11icS fasten tank 40 and position it within the missile tainer or tank 210 has a cylindrical side wall 212 anJ 
frame work 50. Positioned within propcllant tank 413 and 75 top and bottom walls 214, 216 respectively. As in the 
3,l 
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case of exceptionally large containers,  to which this em- 
bodiment is particularly applicable, it may have a cen- 
tral reinforcing and flujd conveying conduit 218 there- 
through. Fluid ingress and egress means (not shown) 
are provided as desired. E!ongated sheet elements 228, 
(or 222/224/226, dependent on design) are positioned on 
the inside wall of tank 210 in a chordlike manner so that 
they definc, with wall 212, a fluid receiving volume (or 
tube) 228 which acts in Dhe same manner as the pre- 
viously described "interference tubes." 
Obvious:y, the particular shape the sheet elements 220 
(or 222/224/226) take is a matter of choice. For pur- 
poses of illustration as &own in FIGURE 10, sheet ele- 
ment 226) is flat, 222 and 224 are V-shaped, and 226 is 
arcuate. Tubes 228 are open at top 230 and bottom 232. 
Structural elements 234 may be employed to reinforce 
the tank, and radiate froin conduit 218 outwardly to ele- 
ments 220 (222, 224, 226) to whioh they are secured, 
as at 238, the structure having an interior web-lihc con- 
struction. Elements 234 may be in sheet form, as shown 
in FIGURE 9, or may be rods or beams (not shown). 
Reinforcing elements 234 are joined to "chord" mem- 
bers 228 (222, 224) at their intwsection 239 with wall 
212. The structure may obviously be widely varied, as 
illustrated by radial member 236 (in phantom line) which 
is joined to "chord" member 224 at its central portion 
240. It  is also apparent that a pivrality of spaced "inter- 
ference tubes" 228 !may be employed, as shown in FIG- 
URE 9, or that such tubes could be continuous (not 
shown) over the major length of the tank 210, or that 
tubes 228 could be offset in relation to each other later- 
ally, such struotural modifications in no way affecting 
the inventive concept disclosed. 
It  will thus be seen that the above described invention 
eliminates to a substantial extent the slosh problems en- 
countered in liquid propelled missile systems, and is ac- 
complished in a highly satisfactory, relatively simple, low 
weight and economically feasible mannw. As previously 
noted, baffle devices of the prior art which were fixed 
to the tank wall acted as "break waters," and as a con- 
sequence thereof such devices acted only to increase she 
liquid level turbulence which is ascribed as a cause of 
decay of the uliage pressure needed for propellant utiliza- 
tion, while at the same time they transferred the forces 
resultant from sloshing to their support structures and 
consequently the missile structure itself. Thus, although 
such means {were, for the most part, effective as dosh 
suppressors, bhey created or enhanced additional problem 
areas. 
Za contrast to the "break water" bame devices which 
consumed forces due to slosh motion by producing sur- 
face turbulence and thereby causing pressure decay, the 
above disclosed interference tube and interference bell 
act on their own to excite counter osciilations within the 
liquid bulk, whioh counter oscillations interfere with the 
forced tank oscillations and thus consequently reduce the 
forces resultant from the liquid motion to a minimum 
withont affecting the missile stiucture. The bell dis- 
closed villl not bounce tcnvard the tanlc wall due to thc 
hydro-dynamic action discussed in reference to FIGURES 
7 and 8. It  is, of course, obvious that the bell will cause 
only a minor transportation problem resultant from its 
single degree of freedom in mobility as opposed to the 
"floating can" device of the prior art. As noted, the 
bell compared to the fixed tube has the advantage of 
covering the total liquid surface and thereby !better elinl- 
inating pressure decay. 
From the above, it will be seen hhat a con%pletely prac- 
tical slosh suppressing method and the means  by which 
such method may be practiced has been devised, and one 
which is partisularly suited to incorporation into the larger 
missiles resultant from present technology. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of damping oscillatory motions iniiuced 
in a contained liquid propellant comprising: 
10,318 
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(A) positioning therein at Least one substantially open 
tube; 
(B) immersing said tube in the liquid in the plane of 
oscillation of the liquid; 
5 ( C )  causing the liquid to oscillate within the immersed 
tube so that such oscillation is of substailtially thc 
same amplitude but different in phase from that 
without the tube. 
2. The method as defined in claim 1 wherein oscilla- 
10 tions within the tube are resultant froin immersing said 
tube wiihin the liquid to a depth of one-quarter the con- 
tainer diameter. 
3. P-he method as defined in claim 1 wherein osciiIa- 
tions within the tube are resultant from immersing said 
15 tube within the liquid to a depth of one-half the con- 
tainer diarncter. 
4. The method as defined by claim 1 wherein said 
tube immersion is of the order of one-quarter to one-half 
the coiltainer diameter. 
20 5. The method of nullifying liquid resonance oscilla- 
tions in propellant containers in liquid propelled launch 
vehicles which comprises the steps of: 
(A) providing a plurality of tubes in proximity to the 
container walls; 
25 (B) causing said tubes to be immersed within the 
liquid in such manner as to excite liquid oscillations 
within said tubes of a phase different than that of 
the container so as to nullify forces resultant from 
the oscillations. 
30 6. The method as defined in claim 5 ~vherein said tnbcs 
are rnovezble responsive to the l i q ~ ~ i d  level. 
7. The method as defined in claim 5 wherein the step 
incorporating immersion of said tubes is completed at 
an immersion depth of one-quarter to one-half the con- 
35 tainer diameter. 
8. A method of obviating forces resultant from liquid 
oscillations in a Iau~ich vehide having at least one liquid 
propellant container comprising: 
(A) inducing countsr oscillations within the liquid 
40 bulk, 
(B) causing said induced counter osciliations to act 
as a wave interference force to consume liquid mo- 
tion energy by superposition. 
9. The method as defined in claim 8 wherein said 
45 counter oscillations are induced by immersing within the 
liquid bulk and adjacent the peripheral limits thereof an 
interference tube. 
10. T%e method of claim 9 wherein said interfcrcnce 
tube is immersed in the liquid bulk a distance delta, v~here 
50 de!ta is greater than zero and less than the tank diameter. 
11. The method of damping oscillation induced forces 
within a psrtial!~ confined liquid comprising: 
(A)  inducina a portion of szid liquid to assume an 
osci!latory motion different from the motion whose 
55 forces it  is desired to damp, and 
(5) causing said last named oscillations to act in 
opposition to said first named oscillations, thus con- 
suming the forces resultant from said first named 
oscillations by superposition. 
60 12. In la container closed on at least three sides for 
the reception of a liquid, the improvement which con-  
prises : 
(A) slosh suppressing means operative to cause an 
oscillating liquid contained in said container to 
65 nullify the forces engcndered by such oscil!ation, 
said means comprising; 
(1) at least one open tube adjacent one side of 
said container; 
70 (2) said tube positioned within said container, (3) said tube immersed in the l iq~id  in the plane 
of motion of the liquid oscillations, and 
(4) said immersion being to a depth of at lcast 
one-quarter the container diameter. 
75 13.  The slosh suppressing means as defined in claim 
3,110,318 
a 
12 wherein said immersion depth is at least one-half the 
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first wall means by longitudinally extending 
container diameter. cross walls, said first and second wall means and 
14. The slosh suppressing means defined by claim 12 cross walls forming a plurality of tubes open 
wherein there are a plurality of said tubes symmetrically at the bottom of said bell, 
positioned within said container. 5 (4) said second wall means of shorter length 
15. The improvement as defined by claim 12 wherein than said first wall means whereby said tubes 
said tube is moveable relative to said container side in open to the interior of the bell and provide 
response to the liquid level within said container. ingress and egress means for the liquid con- 
16. The improvement as deked by claim 12 including: tained within said bell, and serve to cause a bell 
means responsive to the liquid level within said con- 10 inclination which is stabilized by an opposib tilt 
tainer, said means insuring a substantially constant resultant from liquid motion exkrnal to the 
tube immersion depth of substantially one-half the bell. 
container diameter. 22. A container for use as a liquid propellant tank on 
17. The improvement as defined by claim 14 including: a launch vehicle comprising: 
cylinder closed at both ends, serving to limit the immersion depth of said tubes 
L; 
liquid level responsive means, said last named means 15 (A) an elongated wall delining a hollow cylinder, said , 
to no more than one-half the container diameter. (B) support and positioning means for positioning said 
18. The improvement as defined by claim 14 wherein tank within a launch vehicle, 
said tubes are fked to said container walls. (C) propellant inlet and outlet means in cornmunica- 
19. A tank for use in a launch vehicle comprising: 20 tion with the interior of said tank, (A) wall means defining a liquid container, (D) means utilizing a wave interference principle to 
(1) said wall means having means cooperative damp liquid propellant sloshing, said means com- I 
therewith serving to damp oscillations within prising : 
said liquid by exciting counter oscillations there- (1) a plurality of discontinuous cylinder rein- 
in, said counter oscillations consuming the ener- 25 forcing structural members extending from a 1 
gy of the liquid motion by superposition, central portion of said cylinder radially out- 
(a) said cooperative means comprising a wardly and serving to reinforce said elongated 
plurality of elongated volume defining ele- wall, some of said members being spacedly, ver- 
ments, tically positioned one above the other, 
( b )  the longitudinal axis of said elongated 30 (2) chord-like, elongated sheet elements struc- 
elements being parallel to the longitudinal turally incorporated with said cylinder defining 
axis of said tank, wall, said elements serving to f o m  open ended 
(2) said oscillation damping means being op- volume defining sections at the inner periphery 
erative on immersion to a defined depth in the of said tank, said open ended volume defining 
contained liquid. 35 sheet elements operative to cause a portion of 
20. A tank as defined in claim 19 wherein said cooper- an oscillating liquid propellant contained within 
ative means comprises: said tank to undergo a shift in phase and thus 
(A) semicylindrical sheet elements fixed to said wall nullify oscillation resultant forces and damp 
means at their longitudinal edges and defining open oscillation by superposition, 
ended tube-like members, 40 (3) said structural members secured to said chord- 
(B) said tube-like members arranged symmetrically like sheet elements and serving to form a rein- 
within said tank and having a length substantially the forcing, structurally integrated network for the 
same as the diameter of the tank. tank interior. 
21. A tank as defined by claim 19 wherein said cooper- 
ative means comprises: 45 References Cited in the file of this patent 
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